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Alartract: A discrete orthogonal transform of a discrete function defined on a sphere, based on spherical harmonics, is 
proposed. Analogy with the discrete Fourier transform is stressed. Its use for filtering, compressing and estimating the 
spectrum of an isotropic random field defined on a sphere is illustrated. 
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1. Introduction 
The expansion of a real periodic function defined on a sphere by means of spherical 
harmonics is a basic tool for solving problems like spectrum estimation, compression and 
filtering of a random field defined on a sphere. 
In this paper we address the problem of computing exactly the truncated spherical harmonics 
expansion of a function observed only on a lattice over the unit sphere, avoiding numerical 
integration. If a special lattice is considered, an orthogonal discrete transform can be defined 
which mimics closely the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). As a consequence, constraints 
relating the lattice dimensions to the truncation order are derived. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the discrete spherical harmonics transform 
(DSHT) is defined for complex and real functions and its orthonormality is proved. In Section 3 
the problems of filtering, compressing and computing the periodogram of a random field defined 
on the unit sphere are discussed. 
2. The complex transform 
Let JZZ’ be the space of twice differentiable real functions f( 8, #), periodic in +, defined on the 
unit sphere, where 8 E (0, a] and + E (0,214 are spherical coordinates. Then for all f~& the 
following expansion holds [2]: 
00 i 
f te9 +) = C C (f9 hjm)hjrn(e* +)y 
j-0 m=-j 
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w the functions him are the tesseral spherical harmonics of degree j and order m, defined by 
(x) are the associated Legendre functions, 
and thescdqmduct ( l , 0) is 
(I, g) = /*=W$*hk hid@, +) d ~0s 8. 
0 0 
this scalar product form an orthonormal basis for J&C There are 2j f 1 
degree j and E~,,,(2m + 1) = ( j + 1)2 spherical harmonics of orders up 
to j. 
Let us a degree q, and consider a lattice 9 on the unit sphere with nodes-in spherical 
ordinates-at points (&, +J, s = 1,. . . , No, t = 1,. . . , A$,, where 
lxos$>cose~> l =* >coseN&> -1 
are the foots of the Legendre polynomial pNB( l ) of degree N8 and $+ = (t - 1)2~/N,. 
1. Thematrix H=((H,,,)ECNxQ, where N = NON,, Q = (q + 1)2 defined by 
wherej-O ,... q, m= -j ,..., j, k=j2+j+m+1, h=(t-l)N@+s, w, are the weights 
of Guissian integration in [ - 1, 11, corresponding to the roots (cos es) [3], 
is the &rete spherical harmonics transfom operator, i.e., the DSHT of a function f ES? 
evaluated OII 9 is c = g’f= H*f, where f~ C N is the vector obtained by stacking the values 
f(& M, S=I ,..., NO, t=l,..., N* 
E Ij- N8 s q and A> > 2q, the matrix H defined above has orthonormal columns, i.e., 
where IQ is the ident@ matrix of order Q. 
BY assUnp~0~ ~NpS es) = 0, s = 1,. . _, N@, and 
NB 
(-**w dx= c w,p(cos es) 
‘1 s-l 
for every polynomiaI p( 0) of degree < 2N8 - 1. It suffices to show that for aII k,, k, = 1,. . . , IV, 
there holds e,‘,H *Hek, = aklVkp where ek is the kth column of the identity matrix of order N and 
6isthe ecker symbol: 
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where ji = [/&=i], mi= ki -ji2 - ji - 1, i = 1,2 and [ l ] denotes the integer part operator. By 
the properties of the roots of unity, we know that, when 0 < ml, m2 < &,, 
% 
c 
e2si(m~-mlXt-l)/Ne = %, ifm,=m,, 
(2) 
t-l ( 0, otherwise, 
thus, as 1 ml - m2 ] E [0,2q] and N+ > 2q by hypothesis, ez,H*Hek2 must be zero if ml z m2. If 
ml =m2=m, 
pil”’ (cos egpil”’ (cos es) =pj;+os es), 
where &$I( l ) is a polynomial of degree j, + j2 < 2q. By the orthonormality of the sphepical 
harmonics 
= Vj,rn. Vj2m •p"*~j!m'(COS eppnl(ws e) dcos 8 
= 2T l r)ilmor)i,m l ~-'p:;:'(~) dx=2a .~j,m~~j2m~ 2 w,~~~'(cos d"), 
s=l 
the last equality being true because, by hypothesis NB > q. By (1) and (2) *&is expression is equal 
to ez,H*He,*; therefore, noting that kI = k, 
ez,H *Hek, =Oifk,#k,andisequaltolif 
In view of +& theorem, the evaluation 
represen~tation 
ifandonlyifm, = m2 and j, = j,, we have that 
k, = k2. This concludes the proof. !3 
on 9’ of a function f Ed, which admits the 
f(e9 +)I 5 i (fy hjm)hjm(e* +) 
j=()m=-j 
is given by f = Hc, where c = H *f and f is the vector obtained by stacking the values f(& &). 
If the function f is real it admits the real representation 
where, if yjm = (f, h’--y, one has ar - 
m=l 
= 2 Re(yjm), P’m = -2 Irn(Yjm)* 
The following pro&ition providg the discrete analogue of such a representation. 
Promition3. IfH=A+iB wi~~~A=[A,,IA,,IA,oIA,,I...], B=[OIB,,~O~-Bl~I...], Aim, 
Bjm E RN, and if 0 is the null N-vector, then R = [Am I A,, I @AlI I dZ_B1, I . . . ] is a N X Q 
orthanormal matrix. 
Moreover, if f = Hc E BP N with c = [c,, cl,- l, clo, cll, . . . 1, then f = Rd, where d = RTf = 
IaOO, alo, all, &I, l =. I and ajo = cjo, j = 0,. . . 9 4, aim = n Re( cjm), bjm = - fi I@ cjm), j = 
0 ,..., q, m=l,..., j. 
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LetusrecallthatforallO~h, k<n-1 
n-l 
c 
cos 2749 ti 2-M -= o 
n n 9 
I=0 
~<cos(?!$!!)cos(?$!)C{~~, ~~~~;: ork=h=$nandniseven, 
= 9 
From the 
that 
t orthonorma.lity of the spherical harmonics and from the previous formulas, it follows 
A’,AjO = 1 Qj, 
if .A(* is even: 
AT,Ai, = B; Bim = + Qj and m+O, +N,, 
A;,Ai, = 1, B&B,= 0 Qj and m = &V& 
if is odd: 
A&J&n = B?.J$& = + Qj and m+O, 
A&,,A,,2 = Bit, Bhm2 = AI_ Bizmz = 0 if j, #Jo and/or m, f m2. 
Then R has orthonormal columns. If f is real, c~,~ = cj_ and cj,o = ajo. Thus, for m + 0, 
(Aim + iBj,,,)cj,, + ( AJm - iBi,)cj,-,,, = 2(Ajm Re(cj,,) - Bjm Im(Cj * ,I) 
= 
~(Ajnzajm+Bjmbjtn~ 
hence f=Rd and, as RTR=IQ, 6=R=f. n 
rema&. The DSHT transform can be computed in a fast way. In fact if 
j= [ml, m=k-j2-j-1, t= _ 
[ 1 
h-1 +l 
Ne 9 
s = h - (t - l)N,, 
[ l ] being the integer part operator, then, in order to compute the k eh component of the DSHT 
c of a vector f, we can define a matrix Q A,,)) by setting fres = fh, hence 
The summations in t are the DFT of fe ,s for s = 1,. . . ; Ne, which can be computed by mear;s of 
any fast Fourier transform algorithm. 
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3. Supplements 
In this section a class of discrete stochastic processes will be defined by using the DSHT. The 
theory mimics closely the one developed in [l] for continuous processes; therefore it wiII be only 
sketched. 
Let c = [coo, c~,-~, clo, cll,. . . ] be a Q- variate random vector with E[c] = 0, E[.] being the 
expectation operator. Then f = Hc is a discrete random field defined on the lattice 9. 
Proposition 4. If E[ Cj&in]= ai,j'8m,+dim, the random field f is axially symmetric, i.e., the 
covariance between two points Pl = (OS,, +J and P2 = (i&, +i,) depends on c#+, and #+, only through 
the diflerence (pr, -+t2. IfE[CjmCinl=aije&n o ivthe random field f is isotropic, i.e., the covariance 
between two points Pl and P2 depends d,ly ok the spherical distance between them. 
Proof. If hi = (ti - l)N+ + Si, i = 132 and 
Y = cos-l[s+fJ sir&) ~+!s, - 4,) + cos(@J cos(e,)] 
is the angle (spherical distance) between Pl and P2, then the covariance between Pl and Pz is 
e,TE[ff*le, = etHE[cc*j H*eA, 
= $JwK t i Ujm~~m~'m' (COS es,) l piimi (cos es,) l eim(*l-*2) 
j=O MS-j 
= $JwE i f2j + l)[ ajOpi(ws esl)pi(ws 652)] 
j=O 
(j-m)! 
+2m~o~~~(j+m)!P,1m'(ws e**)a~‘m’(ws 42)aws[mf+t*-+t2>la 
This proves the first part of the thesis. If the process is isotropic, the last expression can be 
written as 
$\lwe i W+ lbj[ pi(wS @JP,(wS 8,)] 
j=O 
j (j-m)! 
+2mgo (j+m)! J 
P’m+ eS1)-pilml(~Os eS2) •cos[m(+~,-$+2)], 
which, by the addition theorem of spherical harmonics [2], reduces to 
$&& 2 j + l)QXX y). 
j=O 
This concludes the proof. 0 
3.1. Spectral analysis 
Because 52 = e[ cc*] is diagonal, H is the matrix which diagonahzes the covariance matrix of 
the random field and 52 is the spectrum of f. Note that, as expected, 
E[f*f]=E[~*c]= i f: ojm, 
j=()m=-j 
i.e., the spectrum provides a decomposition of the variance of f. 
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H does not depend on the process itself. This property is the same as the one 
DFI’ matrix with respect to the covariance of a periodic and stationary process 
udhsed estimator of G is d = diag( H *ff *H} where diag( 0) is the operator which 
ates to a matrix its diagonal. In fact 
E[a] =E[diag(H*ff*H)] =diag(E[H*ff*H]} =&ag(E[cc*]) =Q. 
3.2 Filtering and compressing 
In the isotropic case, oi can be interpreted as the weight of the 2j-polar component in the 
mul ar expansion of f- If a set of components S=(jt: r=l,..., ISI, ISI +I} is to be 
filtered out, let D be the diagonal matrix of order Q such that 
eEDe& = 
( 
0, ifhE (l+j2 )..., (i,+l)‘: jrES), 
1, otherwise. 
The fikred process wiIl be [= HDH*f. 
If the components are arranged in decreasing order of their weights, and S’j = ( J, J + 1,. . . , q), 
WJ<q+l, sq+l being the empty set, then f is the reconstruction of f based on the first 
J-lprincipaIcomponentsck=e~H*~,wherej=O,...,J-1, m= -j,...,j, k=j2+j+m+ 
1 and the reconstruction error is 
E[ llj-fll’] =E[f*(I-HDH*)f] =e[f*f] - i (2j+l)9 
j=o 
= 5 (2j+l)wi. 
j-J-f-1 
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